
WKS

Aft

Of

Pnmtional

and uuvs

the end thé

should be able

nplain thé monning of

art, by giving idcae

generally from their

mind to become reality;

list of art i.e,

drawing painting,

singing and writing;

give examplcs of

functional artwork and

create some functional

artwork and the uses.

Meaning ofSound.s By the end of the lesson,

music

identifiation Of

Tonic Sol-fa

3. Meaning of

branches of art,

Identification of
objects around
the class,

Grouping object

into branches

4. Rhymes åildren.

Definition of

Revision or
previous rhymes

5, Definition of

drama.

Forms of drama,

Types of drama.

pupils should be able to:

I differentiate sounds and

music,

ii identify the Icttcrs of

tonic sol-fa and thcre

Ome correctly.

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

explain what branches

means by
givenexplanation;

discuss the branches of

art
dassify art work;

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

discuss uxe definition of
rhymes;

recite their previous

åymes;

discuss the importance
of rhymes.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:

define what drama as a
means of telling stories;
explain the forms of
drama i.e. 1) comedy 2)
tragedy;

outline and explain the
types of drama example;
- scripture and non-
scri ture.

OV 

ONE

in groupq,

the meaning of art

and share with the

pupils in qmafl grotjpq,

and cornpoqo tho qong (Who

i€ in the garden?)

pupilq in bat(bes, go on

gallery walk to identify qornc

functional artwor& at

home/environmcnt, create

fornc of the artwork, and

discuss the uses with the

class.

Individual pupil, creates

sounds from different objects

and arranges well to

compose music

Pupils in small groups, repeat

the pronunciation of the tonic

sol-fa and tones after the

teacher.

Pupils in batches, go on

gallery work to view the

chart on musical instrument

and draw some.

Pupils as small group discuss

the meaning of branches of

art and discuss with class.

Pupils as a small group

should be able to illust•ate

branches ofart with the help

of teacher diagram.

Pupils as a small group
should list kind of art work

and categorize them under
the branches.

Pupils as a group, discuss the

definition of rhymes class.

Pupils in pairs, recite the

rhymes provided by the
teacher,

Pupils in pairs, outline the
importance of rhymes in the
life of children.

Pupils as a small group,
discuss the meaning of drama
and share with the class.
Pupils as a pair or small
group, dramatize short play
on comedy and tragedy.
Pupils as individual, write and
share story of an event with
the class.

vort

f.opv,

(,renfi'/'t'/

imagination,

-'t ion and

coll/bor,$firjrj,

Critical and

problem

Creativity and

imag;natlon,

Communication and

collaboration,

Critical thinking and
problem somng

Creativity and
imagination,

Communication and
collaboraåon,

Critical thinking and
problem sollhng

Creadvity and

imagination,

Communication and

collaboradon,

Critical thinkng and

problem solving

Leadership and

personal development,

Creativity and

imagination,

Communication and

collaboration,

Critical thinking and

problem solving,

brawjr,g

penrii,

Audio

resources:

Phone

def, piano,
d rurn,

Chaik %ard/'-e
boards

Web resouræ

Audio

resources:

Pictures

of art-

Chart shcw,ng

classificatcn of

artworks

Web resource

https://www.yqu

Audio visual

resources:

Phone meccnom±

def, piano, tnangii

drum.

Chalk board/mag

Web resource:

https://www.yutul

Audio visual

resources:

Video clips ofdram

and theatre

activities.

Pictures ofnotable

actors and actr?ss

in Nigeria.

WEB 
RESOURCES



CULTURAL AND CREATIVE ARTS

https://yqutu.be/!J

Meaning of

6. teamwork

Importance of

teamwork

How to achieve

team work

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

explain the meaning the

meaning of team work,

i.e. to joining hand, act

on the same thing;

outline watch

importance of team

Pupils go on gallery as a small
group to clean the classroom,
or work in school garden,
Pupils in pairs, list the

Communication and

collaboration,

Critical thinking and

importance of team work, and

problem solving,

discuss 
Leadership and

Audio visual

resources:

Picture of people

working together

Chalkboard/magicwith the class

Pupils in small groups, work

personal 

Citizenship.

development,

Web 

board

resource
and discuss 

work;

generate ideas to

achieve team work;
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group produce
ideas to achieve with the class.

Pupils as Creaüvity and

individual,sbtehis/her feeling imagination,

Meaning ofart 
d.

Types ofart 

Function ofart 

work

Bythe end ofthe lesson,

pupils should be able to:

explain the meaning of

discuss types of art i.e. *

visual andnon-visual art;

discuss the Function of

art work in the society

spiritual use.

tonic sol-fa;

sing the day is bright, is

bright and fear happy

day of joy with sol-fa;

repeat the song several

time with the correct

tune.

to the class with the aid of

painting drawing or drama

etc.

Pupils in pairs, go on gallery

walk to view the chart

provide by the by the teacher

on types of art and discuss

with the class.

Pupils in pairs, identify and

discuss the uses of art work in

the class and the society. E.g.

communication,

educational,industrialization,

beautification.

Pupils in pairs / small groups,

listen and sing the song after

the teacher with.

Pupils as individual, recite the

song with correct nine

Communication and

collaboration,

Critical thinking and

problem solving

Leadership and

personal development,

Citizenship.

problem solviny

0&11. REVISION

2&13. EMMINATIONS

EDUCAT I %

https://www.youtu

Audio-visual

resources

Pictures ofart and

illustration.

Chart showing

origin of arts.

Pictures of African

arts.

web resources

https://youtu.be/g

U931Fi 018

https://youtu.belp

00MfrTqbhw

https://youtu.beffi

Z9i60cDf4

manuscript, pencil,

DVDs, eraser,

piano/recorder

violin etc.,

Web resource:

youtUWCQrn1watch
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